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From: Jane 
Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:55 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: BC Hydro dumb meters

Please advise if you will be accepting/considering input from BC Hydro ratepayers 
re: BC Hydro's request to bill meter reading charges to their customers who 
retain analogue meters. 
  
I retain two analogue meters on my property.  They are less than a hundred feet 
apart and easily accessible.  I wish to strongly contest the notion that I should pay 
double the proposed $35/mo. fee for reading meters which can easily be manually 
read on the same visit by a meter reader. 
  
Further, I am willing to voluntarily submit my meter readings to BC Hydro 
online and/or go on equal monthly billing to minimize the number of trips to my 
meters required by a BC Hydro meter reader - this in an effort to minimize BC 
Hydro's patently preposterously-high proposed monthly fees to read my meters. 
  
I understand that the BC government has clipped your wings with respect to the 
scope of what you can recommend re: the smart meter issue, but my understanding 
is also that you retain the right to modify the proposed meter reading fees as you 
see fit.  I'm sure you know other jurisdictions charge far less, if anything, for this 
service.  I hope you will protect those of us who, for our own reasons, wish to retain 
our analogue meters by drastically reducing BC Hydro's proposed meter reading 
fees to what they actually should be - close to zero. 
 
As Canadians we believe in our system..BC Hydro? Are they not part of BC 
anymore? Are they now owned by the USA? I thought we owned BC Hydro am I 
mistaken? Since these meters have gone in my area residents are complaining 
to me how they are awake at 3 or 4am every single morning..this just isn't the 
older people this is all ages. How do we explain this? I explain it by when the 
data is collected by the towers for smart meters at these times of the morning. 
Please!!! these meters are not safe. As a Canadian who's father and mother 
stood up for freedom in 2 World Wars plus the Korean War..please do not put our 
Freedom on a silver plate to BC Hydro which is suppose to be owned by us!! 
..We have a voice..and a right to be safe. Now to charge us extra because we 
are standing up for the voice of freedom is ridiculous! Thank you Rick and Jane 
Dow Whistler!  
PS I am selling  my house to get away from Hydro...I will move and purchase my 
own system if this is what it takes I am going to be safe and keep my money in 
my pocket. I read my own meters..not a big deal..and my Hydro went down 
HUGE because they were estimating my bill..Do you get your bill estimated when 
you buy  food or gas??? This is retarded. Hydro are Bullies..I thought bullying 
was against the law. 
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